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About This Game

Satanic sect summoned a demon and he came to the material world to carry destruction.
Gameplay: there are 4 abilities for killing enemies. The task of the game is to reach the city, fighting off the attacking crowds of

people.
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*Gnome Seal of Approval*
Cute platformer. You're Clyde and you're trying to escape the lab. In order to do that, you have to make clones of yourself and
combining the DNA of animals to gain special abilities. Such as a chicken for flight or monkey for climbing.

The negative:
Lack of a high resolution option.
Lack of customizable controls.. Terrible game.

First, in any game like this you need to have tight controls, this game does not. The controls are floaty which makes simple
chores more difficult than they should be.

The level design is not good, this is not a hard game it is a trial and error game and there is a big difference between the two. A
hard game is something like super meat boy, you see the level laid out in front of you and you need to finish it. It takes practice
but ultimately you knew exactly what the obstacles were before you started, mastering the precise movements and timing is
where the fun and challenge comes in.

This game is nothing like that, this game has random deaths that you cannot see coming. For example, in level 2 there is a bunch
of platform steps for you to climb. Simple enough, and as you are climbing a rock appears out of nowhere and kills you. There
was no way you could have avoided that rock in time, but the next time you play you know not to jump on that platform until
the rock appears and bounces over your head. Once you pass the rock you get to the top and an enemy is approaching you. As
you jump over the enemy a spear comes flying in from off screen, shot by an enemy you could not see. Next time you get to
that area, you know not to jump.

None of the challenges I encountered in my time with this game were hard(note I played offline a bit so dont let the logged time
fool you) they just simply require you to die once so you know what not to do next time. If you are into trial and error games
like this then maybe this is for you, but comparing it to nes games or other hard games is simply not correct.

. The game is repetitive and has mostly no gameplay. This game is simply super good!
The best way to describe it is as a spiritual successor to the paper mario games...the old ones, when the serie was good. Even
thought there is rpg trappings, it mostly play like an action platformer games, with lots of fun stuff happening all the time to
avoid the game from becoming stale. I wish the game were longer, but it's already of a good length and there is no downtime. It's
also lovingly sprited and animated.
I highly recommend that you give it a chance, you'll be nicely surprised. I sure was! ^^. A game that people are way too harsh
on. Personally, it's my favorite Borderlands game in the series.

Pros (+):
- Jumping into TPS feels like a lot less of a commitment than BL2, as the early game\/tutorial segments can fly by pretty
quickly. BL2's early game feels like a long, dragging tutorial up until the point you get Sanctuary off the ground. TPS excels in
that you can just get right into the action.
- TPS offers interesting, new mechanics to build upon its predecessor, those being the extra combat element of low-gravity,
laser\/cryo weapons, and the gravity slams, all of which being incredibly fun to use.
- Watching Handsome Jack's story unfold was quite enjoyable, and seeing him gradually become the monster we know him as in
BL2 makes the game worth experiencing.
- The Grinder makes seemingly useless guns a little more useful, as you can exchange them for better weaponry.
- Claptastic Voyage is probably one of the best DLCs in the series.
- The Vault Hunters this time around are each incredibly unique, and hearing their opinions on the current circumstances
through their speaking roles makes it a lot easier to enjoy these characters.
- BL2's slag mechanic is done away with entirely, being replaced by Cryo damage, which is infinitely more fun, as well as more
useful.
- The added movement options with low-gravity make traversing Elpis interesting.
- More useful equipment can be found in the vendors. This makes money infinitely more useful.

Neutral:
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- Skill Trees are the best out of all the Borderlands games. (Although characters like Claptrap and Aurelia suffer from having
multiplayer-focused trees.)
- Environments range from fantastically ambient to forgettable at times.
- Music\/Ambiance is barely audible, although this has never particularly been a staple of the series.
- Borderlands isn't famous for having good writing. This game is yet another example of tedious jokes and pop-culture
references. (Except with more australians.)
- Boring characters like Pickle and Springs make the journey a little tedious sometimes.

Cons (-):
- Guns range from incredible to incredibly useless. The latter is much more common to find.
- Ridiculous amounts of backtracking, with early missions following a template of; Trying to get somewhere, your route to that
place being blocked off by unforeseen circumstances, backtracking to unblock your route, and continuing on to the area.
- Horrible optimization. Massive frame drops when entering combat.
- The Holodome DLC almost isn't even worth playing if not for the rewards. Massive areas, repetitive enemies, boring slog
through waves of uninteresting stuff.
- Severely lacks the endgame that made BL2 so beloved by many. If not for a lack of content and care from its handlers, I
believe this game would've had a better following and reputation in the long run.

All in all, it's a solid 7\/10. Many say it would've been better off as a DLC for BL2, but with all the new things it brings to the
table, I'd say it works just as fine by itself. Prominent issues and rehashed graphics and models don't exactly make this game
worth a full $60-$40, but I'd say it's definitely worth picking up during a sale.

TL;DR: Interesting story, new mechanics improve on its predecessors, falls short with backtracking and tedious writing. Worth
waiting for a sale to pick up.. Classic Very good , everyone should buy it. stay a way from this game , poor poor game- moto-gp
2013 is much better..
MILESTONE you need to look at PROJECT CARS..(WHY CAN'T WE HAVE OUR BIKES RACES LOOK AND PLAY
LIKE THAT..YOU CAN FORGET ABOUT ME BUYING motp gp 15.....

.......PROJECT CARS IS THE BENCKMARK FOR ANY RACING TYPE GAME NOW.......
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\ud83d\udc4e. this game is awesome and i highly reccomend it especially if youre a fan of boxing.. I remember the days when I
would get an SNES game for my birthday and that game would need to last until Christmas months later. I remember playing
for hours upon hours upon hours just to get through it. Oblitus reminds me of those times. You're going to work hard to beat
this game. You're going to put a lot of hours into it and when you die it's going to crush you. There are no extra lives, there are
no save points (that I've found). After you've played for an hour and gotten to your first boss and it kills you in one or two hits
and you start all over at the beginning ... let\u2019s just say I understand why this game has mixed reviews. If you're a casual
gamer, if the phrase "Nintendo hard" dosen't have any meaning for you you might want to steer clear. If you're a Megaman,
Dark Souls, Impossible Game, kind of a player; if you want to experience the high highs and the low lows that only gaming can
bring, if you want to come home after a long day of work and disappear into a devastatingly hard game with an entrancing sound
track, then here's something that's going to push all the right buttons.. Had about 20 minute worth of patience with this game.
Sometimes you do the most nonsensical things in order to advance,like suqeezing a nipple off a body in order to get to the heard
to put in a jar with water. Or just randomly feed a worm to the bird just to see if it would give you a key or not.
Seemed just like a bunch of random puzzles with a plot without any literary value.. The play control is horrible. The camera is
mapped to the mouse and whenever you move the mouse the camera follows, then it moves back to the unit on it's own. This
makes me sick with the constant scrolling. Your natural instinct is to use the mouse to select things but you cannot, instead teh
camera moves. I had to stop playing because the camera\/mouse moving was making me sick. Which is a shame, i loved this
game a sa kid, alas this new version is a major letdown.. This is a fun little game that I first learned about at .... it can be very
difficult but for a dollar packs a nice amount of content and could pass your time for an hour or more.. Should have been part of
the main game and should have had better maps. The best one is porbably the Clock Tower from Revelations. The rest are
almost awful.. This was awesome. Never before have I felt such rush whilst chopping someones head off.

If you like Conan barbarian you'll love this.
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